
SPECIAL NOTICE & ANNOUNCEMENT
This Special Notice & Announcement is being made as of this date 7th July 2023 (7-7-2023) (7-7-7). This document is 
being released today as the Official Announcement of the Release of the Digital Reserve Official Currencies licensed 
under ALL Regulatory Authorities as the Asset Backed & Gold Backed Digital Currencies forming the basis of a New 
Digital System that will run in Parallel to the existing fiat based systems. Exchanges to be named at a later date, TBC.

The Digital Currencies named on the Official websites, namely the following ones below:

www.digitalreserve.org
www.udcrf.org
www.uhtf.org
www.icj-icc.org

The following currencies are named as follows: (note new named currencies will be released too)

Revo 
Deuro
Centum
Milia

Revo X (eXchange) (Fixed at €10 Euro)
Revo C (Continuum) (Tracking BTC Value) (But Gold Backed)
Others TBA 

Also note that by Officially Announcing the release of these currencies are to be used and put into circulation by 
mechanisms and Official Exchanges ONLY to be announced at a later date. The Digital Reserve and UDCRF will also 
be assisting various Nations and Entities utilizing the REVO, being Gold & Asset backed, as a backing of value for 
CBDC's (Central Bank Digital Currencies), this decision is based on the fact that ALL Nations do and should have the 
right to issue their own currencies, and now using the latest blockchain technologies, we are offering our technology to 
Nations to utilize and have access to safe and secure technologies. Rather than previously offered crypto currencies and 
technologies that are not necessarily the best technologies to use for such purposes. Maybe the use of XRP and Ripple 
Networks for instance may not be the best choice for such a powerful venture as a Nations Digital Currency in replacing
its fiat predecessor. Other Nations are looking at other crypto currencies and technologies falling into the same category
of unsuitable and not fit for such purpose. 

We wish to also make it clear that we are NOT aligned or part of any other claims or statements using terms such as 
“QFS” (Quantum Financial System) or The Great Reset. These terms are known by our Group but we are NOT aligned 
with such groups using these terms, although these groups seem to be in lockstep with OUR timing on releasing dates 
and statements. We have been approached by Groups making these claims but we are stating “For the Record”, we are 
not with or aligned with these groups and we should not be mistaken for them in any way shape or form. 

We intend to help Nations and Humanity to have access to Asset Backing & Gold Backing that has been Donated and 
Freely Placed with the Digital Reserve as the Asset & Gold Backing for Revo and ALL Currencies issued by UDCRF 
under the Exclusive License from the Digital Reserve for this purpose. Therefore as stated above REVO will be offered 
Officially to back CBDC's in the near future to Nations that meet our strict guidelines and processes.

CONSIDER THAT REVO & OUR OTHER CURRENCIES ARE OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED AS 
OF THIS DATE: “7-7-7” (7-7-2023) (7TH JULY 2023). END OF OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

http://www.digitalreserve.org/
http://www.icj-icc.org/
http://www.uhtf.org/
http://www.udcrf.org/

